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2 PREVIEW
2 PREVIEW A Answers
1 T 2 F 3 T

2 PREVIEW B Suggested answers
1 Beryl Markham was unusual because (a) she was
a pilot when there were probably very few women
pilots (b) because she trained racehorses when she
was still a teenager (c) because she embarked on a
solo flight that most people, men or women, would
have been too frightened to do.
2 She landed in Nova Scotia, Canada.

2 PREVIEW C Answers
1 altitude 2 mud 3 hut 4 land
5 swamp 6 bog 7 shudder 8 failure
9 cuts 10 confidence

3 READING CD 2 (Red) track 21, page 85 SB
3 READING A Answers
1 This is true, although it involves careful reading of

the first paragraph, especially the sentence which
begins If I had been wiser …

2 True
3 True – it says that the land is under her when she

snatches the map.
4 False – she has to stumble out, which indicates that

she had to make a movement; fall out would sug-
gest that this happened accidentally and without
her own volition.

3 READING B Possible answers
1 This is a big question, and students may have

their own ideas. A possible explanation of the
confidence of the gods is that they are all-seeing
and all-knowing.

2 As we mentioned above, seep into suggests that the
feeling came slowly.

3 Planes make forced landings when something goes
wrong; sometimes planes are forced to land by the
military forces of another country, for example
because they have strayed into that country’s air
space.

4 The plane was crippled (another of the author’s
strong descriptions) because of a blockage in the
fuel system.

3 READING C Answers
1 b 2 a 3 b 4 a

ER 3ER 3 Extended reading 3 Answer Key See pages 84-85 SB




